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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 - MOTIVATION
Some of the biggest challenges in current applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) include safe operation, communication between manned and unmanned aircrafts, and
robust control systems. Control system design typically needs an accurate model of the aircraft.
To increase the model accuracy, model parameters need to be estimated. Dynamic aircraft systems
have traditionally been estimated analytically from Newton’s second law for rigid-body dynamics
(Hoffer, 2014). These dynamic system models have been usually obtained through wind tunnel
testing. Some important limitations of wind tunnel tests include the high costs involved, test
equipment interface interactions (Bhavithavya, 2013), and limitation on flight regimes. System
identification or system ID is an alternative to wind tunnel type model estimation(Bhavithavya,
2013). System identification involves parameter estimation to determine a mathematical model.
These parameters are estimated indirectly from measured flight data. This parameter estimation
process requires a careful consideration of the aircraft instrumentation for accurate measurements.
It also requires careful design of the flight maneuver to ensure thorough excitation of the dynamics.
Finally, one must select a suitable identification method.
The purpose of this thesis is to show the application of machine learning for parameter
identification of a UAV model. The machine learning algorithm does not require developing
parameterized models; hence it is an equation-less identification method of an aircraft. To avoid
the expense of crashing a real UAV, a simulation model of the aircraft is generated. The parameters
of the model can be modified in the simulation. The aircraft flight measurement data is obtained
directly from the model as simulation outputs from a predetermined flight path. The data is
submitted to a machine learning algorithm that is able to read and recognize the data. The machine
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learning algorithm is trained with a set of flight data that incorporates variations in the parameters
to be identified. Finally, the algorithm is tested by feeding unknown aircraft data and comparing
the prediction of the machine learning algorithm to the known answers.
To obtain simulation data through autonomous UAV operation, a Software-In-the-Loop
(SIL) simulation is constructed. In this case, the SIL is created by interconnecting the simulation
software known as X-Plane, and the Ground Control Station (GCS) known as Mission Planner. XPlane is a realistic flight simulator where the UAV model is generated and flown. Mission Planner
is a GCS, which for this case, encompasses a software that allows the operator to have control of
the UAV autonomously.
1.2 – IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
There are external forces and moments acting on a flight vehicle during operation that need
to be considered in the creation of a dynamic system model. System identification allows for the
creation of more complete and accurate aircraft models. It is important to have a complete and
accurate model for two aspects. One being a complete breakdown of the components contributing
to the response of the system. This results in a more complete understanding of the aircraft’s
dynamics. A more practical aspect of System Identification is that it enables the creation of
accurate databases for flight simulators and off-line digital simulations (Jategaonkar, 2015). These
databases have been useful for training applications when incorporated into simulators. Simulator
training is a safer and cost-effective alternative to real testing.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 – System Identification
There are three main elements that can describe a dynamic system. Inputs, Outputs and the
system’s model functions. According to (Jategaonkar, 2015), there are three different types of
problems in system theory:
1. Simulation problem, which is concerned with finding outputs from a given set of inputs
where the functions are given.
2. Control problem, where in this case, the objective is to obtain the control inputs from the
given outputs and functions.
3. Identification problem, where the goal is to find the system model functions from known
system inputs and outputs.
The present work is concerned with problem number three above, namely, the
identification problem. If we refer to the inputs as u, the outputs as y, and the system model
functions as f and g. We can represent the model of a system mathematically as follows:

( ) = ( ( ), ( ), Θ)
( ) = ( ( ), ( ), Θ)
Figure 2.1: Dynamic System Model Mathematical Representation. (Jategaonkar, 2015)
In Figure 2.1, the functions f and g contain the unknown parameters

. Thus, system

identification is concerned with determining the mathematical model’s equations and unknown
parameters . These parameters are obtained from measured outputs that result from the systems
known inputs.
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Parameter estimation is the core activity within the system identification problem.
Parameter estimation is concerned with finding the unknown parameters

that construct the

system’s models. In the following section. Some of the traditional estimation techniques are
introduced.
2.2 – Traditional Parameter Estimation Techniques
The need to accurately characterize the aerodynamic characteristics of aircrafts such as lift,
drag, or moment coefficients has been recognized since early stages of aircraft development. It is
not possible to directly measure the aerodynamic forces and moments on a flight vehicle. However,
parameter estimation provides means to estimate aerodynamic characteristics from measurements
of acceleration, angular rates and flow angles (Jategaonkar, 2015). Some of the main traditional
techniques for estimation are discussed next.
The first of them is the analytical method. The Engineering Science Data Unit and/or
DATCOM have developed empirical relations from previous manned flight vehicle data
(Bhavithavya, 2013). However, this method is based on assumptions that cannot be relied on due
to the actual complexity of the phenomena involved in the more intricate designs of modern UAVs.
Another method is the use of numerical tools. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools
have been evolving to predict the forces and moments in UAVs. Similar to the analytical method,
the complexity of the phenomena involved makes the simplifying assumptions on the models
unreliable. The modeling of more realistic conditions come at the expense of high computational
cost.
Another traditional method has been the use of experimental techniques. Among these,
wind tunnel testing has been used to obtain flight vehicle data. However, this method is limited
and can be influenced by the condition of the actual test tunnel.
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Parameter estimation provides an alternative to overcome some of the drawbacks of
traditional methods while yielding an accurate characterization of the system. The generation of
mathematical models via parameter estimation allows to gain a deep understanding of the flight
system (Bhavithavya, 2013).
2.3 – Equation-Error Estimation Method
The equation-error estimation method is based on regression analysis or Least-Squares
(LS). The equation-error method estimates aerodynamic parameters by minimizing the sum of
squared differences between the values of force and moment coefficients from actual flight output
measurements and the mathematical model values (Morelli, 2006). The LS is an iterative process
starting with an initial approximation vector

of the parameters to yield a “better” estimation.

These approximations are used as initial values for the next iteration to obtain an improved
estimation. The process continues until the approximations converge to a stable value with
minimal variation (Johnson, 1992). Here, the definition of “better” is a smaller difference between
the fitted function and the experimental data as described earlier. For a given set of data consisting
of x and y(x), x is regarded as the independent variable and y(x) is the dependent variable from a
discrete amount of samples N. Figure 2.2 below provides a block schematic of the LS approach.
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Measurement Noise
Input

++

Dynamic System

Measured
independent
variables, x

Measured
Response, y

Mathematical linear Model
Parameter estimation
(by minimization of sum of
squares of residuals)
Figure 2.2: Block schematic of least-squares method. (Jategaonkar, 2015)

Assuming a linear relationship between the dependent and independent variables yields the
following equation.
( )=
where

( ) + ( );

= 1,2,3 … , "

Eq. 2.1

is the vector of unknown parameters and represents the equation error.
( )= ( )−

( )

Eq. 2.2

The error can be written in matrix form,
= [ (1) (2) … (")]

Eq. 2.3

Using this error definition, the least-squares method estimates the unknown parameters
by minimizing the sum of the squares or the weighted sum of the squares of the error values in the
matrix in Eq. 2.3 (Jategaonkar, 2015).
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 – Machine Learning
In section 2.3 above, the equation-error estimation method was introduced. Also, a brief
explanation on regression analysis by Least Squares was provided. As reviewed in the same
section, the equation-error method based on regression analysis models the mathematical
equations containing the parameters to be estimated. This means that previous knowledge of the
physics involved is critical. Linear regression through Machine Learning provides an alternative
to model building through mathematical equations. Machine Learning techniques can be used to
estimate a set of model parameters at once without specific physical knowledge of the system to
be estimated (Gabrielli, 2017).
Machine learning deals with self-identification of patterns using statistical theory
embedded in learning algorithms. In the context of machine learning, learning is the process of
finding patterns in data (Nasteski, 2017). Depending on the desired algorithm outcome, machine
learning algorithms are organized in two main groups, supervised and unsupervised learning.
Figure 3.1 below shows a schematic of some common machine learning techniques.

Figure 3.1: Main Machine Learning Techniques (“Introducing Machine Learning”, 2016)
7

Since for the application of the present work, the output data is known or ‘labeled’. Per
Figure 3.1, the appropriate technique to be applied is supervised learning.

3.1.1- Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is applied when there is known or labeled output data that the
algorithm is trained to predict. The objective of supervised learning is to generate an artificial
system that is trained to learn the mapping between the system’s input and outputs, and to predict
the outputs from a different set of input data that is unknown to the algorithm (Lui & Wu, Y, 2012).
Two important steps in the learning process are training and testing stages. During training, a
learning model is formed from the learned features by the algorithm’s input data. Testing consists
in using the built learning model to make predictions for the test data (Nasteski, 2017).

Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of Supervised Learning (Lui & Wu, Y, 2012).

Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram of the supervised method process. In the figure, x
represents the inputs, and y represents the outputs. The subscript i represents the ith sample from
the data set. As seen in the diagram, the supervised learning process starts by sending an xi training
input to the learning system. Then, the learning system creates a & i output. This & i output is fed to

an arbitrator that calculates the difference or error signal between the generated & i and the labeled
or known system yi. Next, this error signal is fed to the learning system where the learner

parameters are adjusted. This process is repeated for each ith sample. The objective is to minimize
the error signal for all data samples.
8

3.1.1.1 – Linear Regression
Linear regression in the context of Machine Learning has the primary objective of
modeling relationships between dependent and independent variables (Nasteski, 2017). Consider
a set of independent variables x as a subset of '( (d-dimensional vector), and a set of known or
labeled data y as a set of real numbers. Linear regression can be represented as follows.
)( = *+ ⟼ 〈., +〉 + 0: . ∈ '( , 0 ∈ '3

Eq. 3.1

Where )( are functions parametrized by . ∈ '( and 0 ∈ ', 〈., +〉 is the inner or dot

product of . and + (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David , 2014). The loss function for h(x) predictions
is defined as:
:

1
4(5) =
7(5( 8 ) −
6
8

9
8)

Figure 3.3 shows a linear regression problem representation for d = 1.

Figure 3.3: Linear Regression Representation for d=1 (Nasteski, 2017).
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Eq. 3.2

The generated model (red line) in the figure fits the labeled or known training data (blue
dots) by minimizing the outcome of the loss function.
3.1.1.2 – Regression Trees
Regression Trees are a classification of Decision Trees (DT). A DT predicts an output y
from predictors x by navigating from the tree’s root node to the appropriate tree-leaf node (ShalevShwartz & Ben-David , 2014). On a Regression Tree, regression models are fitted to the terminal
nodes or leaves. The goal is to arrive to the appropriate leaf to make the prediction (Loh, 2011).
The process starts by splitting the root node in such a way that the resulting child nodes are ‘less
impure’ or have less variation in the observations than the parent node. The objective is to
minimize the ‘impurity’ of the tree by performing the optimal node splits (Rodriguez-Galiano,
Sanchez-Castillo, Chica-Olmo, & Chica-Rivas, 2015). There are several impurity measures, and
the discussion is beyond the scope of this work (Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo, ChicaOlmo, & Chica-Rivas, 2015) and (Loh, 2011). Figure 3.4 shows some example regression tree
models for Force Expiratory Volume (FEV) applications on smocking and pulmonary function in
children from (Loh, 2011).

Figure 3.4: Sample regression tree models for predicting FEV (Loh, 2011).
10

It can be noted in Figure 3.4 that the models contain as many ramifications as necessary to
capture the required predicting categories. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of the resulting regression from
model 5(b) in Figure 3.4 with regression lines for each of the 5 leaves in the model.

Figure 3.5: Regression lines in the five leaf nodes of the linear model in Figure 5(b) (Loh,2011).
3.1.1.3 – Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) models a linear prediction over mapped samples to a
higher dimensional space (Verrelst, et al., 2012). The objective in SVM models is to generate a
high-dimensional surface or hyper-plane that can separate data categories (Rodriguez-Galiano,
Sanchez-Castillo, Chica-Olmo, & Chica-Rivas, 2015). Given a decision tolerance ;, the main
objective of Support Vector Regression (SVR) is to find a hyperplane where all data points lie
inside the decision surfaces at a distance ; from the hyperplane (Smola & Vishwanathan, 2008).
|

8

− (〈., 8 〉 + 0)| = ;

Eq. 3.3

Loss Function of Support Vector Regression is given by (Smola & Vishwanathan, 2008):
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4(>, , ) = 6? (0, |A − 〈., +〉| − ;)

Eq. 3.4

3.1.1.4 – Ensembles of Regression Trees
Ensembles of Regression Trees is a combination of several decision trees. The result is an
improvement in prediction power (“Regression Tree Ensembles”, n.d.). MATLAB’s Regression
Learner app offers ensembles of Regression Trees to boost or to bag regression trees. In bagging,
the trees are created by sets of training data via bootstrap replicates (Dietterich, 2000). In other
words, the training sets are generated randomly with replicates. In boosting, the trees are created
in a sequential manner, the algorithm adjusts a set of weights to reduce the error from the previous
fit (Dietterich, 2000).
3.2 – MATLAB’s Regression Learner App
MATLAB’s Regression Learner App is used to predict data by training regression models.
Available regression models include linear regression, regression trees, Gaussian process
regression, support vector machines and ensembles of regression trees (“Train Regression
Models,” n.d.). Figure 3.6 shows the Regression Learner’s model training workflow.

Figure 3.6: Regression Learner Model Training Workflow (“Regression Learner App”, n.d.).

The standardized process starts by introducing data with the known independent and
dependent identified variables. Then, the complete set of data is sub-divided into training and
validation data sets. The next step is to choose the regression models that want to be tested. Next,
the selected regression models are trained. Once the training is done, the regression learning
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provides a set of metrics to assess the regression model’s predictions. Finally, the desired model
can be exported to MATLAB to perform tests with new input data.
3.3 – Software-In-The-Loop
To control the UAV autonomously and consistently though a predefined path, a SoftwareIn-the-Loop simulation is generated. A SIL allows the evaluation of flight controls and guidance
algorithms (Bittar, Figuereido, Guimaraes, & Mendez, 2014) without any hardware. Before having
access to simulations, engineers and researchers had to completely rely on actual prototypes.
Making a change to any of the aircraft’s flight parameters involved replacing actual prototype
components. Performing a SIL simulation offers advantages in the time required to perform design
improvements and safety by reducing experimental flight tests (Bittar, Figuereido, Guimaraes, &
Mendez, 2014). SIL simulations also reduce project’s overall cost by avoiding UAV’s potential
destructive events like crashes. To generate the SIL simulation for this work, the main two
components involved are X-Plane and Mission Planner.

Mission Planner
______________________

X – PLANE
______________________
Navigation

Data

Guidance

UDP
UAV Dynamics

Control
Commands

Figure 3.7: X-Plane – Mission Planner SIL Architecture (Bittar, Figuereido, Guimaraes, &
Mendez, 2014)
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Figure 3.7 illustrates the architecture of the SIL generated between X-Plane and Mission
Planner. Data packages between X-Plane and Mission Planner are sent via User Datagram Protocol
(UDP). Mission Planner evaluates and assigns control commands for the guidance of the aircraft.
X-Plane receives commands from Mission Planner and performs the requested control surfaces
deflections. Then, X-Plane runs the model physics and sends the generated navigation data to
Mission Planner. The data is then exported from Mission Planner to MATLAB to be preprocessed
for the Learning Algorithms.

3.3.1- X-Plane
X-Plane is a realistic flight simulator for personal computers developed by Laminar
Research. X-Plane capabilities include flight estimation of fixed and rotary wing aircrafts (“XPlane 11 Desktop Manual”,2020). To predict the flying qualities of an aircraft, X-Plane uses a
process called “blade technology theory”. The process starts with a discretization of the aircraft
into a finite number of elements. Then, the velocity vector of each element is obtained. To obtain
velocity; downwash, propwash, and induced angle of attack are considered (“How X-Plane
Works”, 2017). Then, the flight coefficients are determined per the airfoil data specified for the
aircraft model. The next step is to calculate the forces. Using the flight coefficients, element areas,
and dynamic pressures, the forces are found for each element and added to the entire aircraft (“How
X-Plane Works”, 2017). Finally, the linear and angular accelerations are calculated from the total
forces and the mass of the aircraft (“How X-Plane Works”, 2017). The whole process is repeated
at a rate of at least 15 times per second during a flight simulation. The result is a realistic flight
simulation that offers features that are certified by U.S. Agency of Aviation, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) under its Pro-license.
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3.3.1.1 – Plane Maker and Airfoil Maker
Plane Maker and Airfoil Maker are part of the X-Plane bundle package. both tools enable
the user to generate customized aircrafts. All the aircraft’s physical characteristics are specified
inside these two software packages. Airfoil Maker is used to customize airfoil’s aerodynamic
properties like coefficients of lift, drag and moment at specific Reynold’s numbers. Libraries of
existing airfoils are also available for selection. Plane Maker is where the model parameters like
weight, center of gravity, motor specification, control surfaces are defined. Surface positions and
engine commands are normalized in X-Plane and the real ranges are defined in Plane Maker
(Bittar, Figuereido, Guimaraes, & Mendez, 2014). Once the aircraft is built, it is imported into XPlane where flight simulations are performed to predict the flight behavior of the actual aircraft.
Figure 3.8 shows the X-Plane model Creation Workflow.

Figure 3.8: X-Plane Model Creation Workflow (Michailidis, Agha, Rutherford, & Valavanis,
2019)

Visit Appendix A-D for instructions on for generating a fixed-wing UAV model using
Plane Maker and Airfoil Maker.
15

3.3.2- Mission Planner
Mission Planner is an open-source software for the ArduPilot autopilot software. Mission
Planner is a ground control station that allows autonomous control of unmanned vehicles. For
autonomous control, it allows to generate autonomous missions with google or available maps
(“Mission Planner Overview”, 2020). Another important feature of Mission planner is the ability
to record flight data logs that can be exporter to MATLAB for data processing. Figure 3.9 shows
the Mission Planner interface.

Figure 3.9: ArduPilot, Mission Planner Interface (“Mission Planner Overview”, 2020).

]
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Chapter 4: Data Preprocessing
A very important aspect for a successful implementation of Machine Learning is the quality
of the data input. Feeding irrelevant, redundant, noisy and unvalidated data to the algorithm makes
the learning process very difficult and or unreliable (Kotsiantis, Kanellopoulos, & Pintelas, 2006).
In other words, the quality of the Machine Learning algorithm results greatly depends on the
quality of the training data. Some of the procedures available as part of data preprocessing include
normalization, transformation and integration, reduction, etc. The use of any of the techniques
involved in data preprocessing depend in the condition of the raw data. The following sections
describe the data preprocessing techniques applied to the raw data before feeding to the Machine
Learning regression models.

4.1 – Data Cleaning
As reviewed earlier, in regression models, the main objective is to generate accurate
predictions of the dependent variable from new independent variable values. Training is a big
contributor to the prediction power of the regression model. At the same time, the quality of the
training data will greatly impact the quality of the algorithm’s ability to learn during the training
phase. Data cleaning is concerned with data quality issues such as missing values, outliers, high
data dimensionality, redundancy, noise, etc. (Corrales, Corrales, & Ledezma, 2018). Once data
issues are identified, data cleaning techniques can be applied accordingly. Figure 4.1 shows a data
cleaning process applicable to regression models.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of Data Cleaning in Regression (Corrales, Corrales, & Ledezma, 2018).

The process starts by evaluating if missing values are present. This is more common when
data output comes from actual sensors in flight vehicles. Occasionally, there might be instances
where sensor fails to record or report datapoints in its output. If data missing is encountered, the
first proposed cleaning technique is “data imputation”. In this step, missing data is replaced by
several techniques including deletion of instances. Another technique is Hot Decking, where the
missing values are replaced by other existing values in the data. Imputation techniques replace
values by taking mean, median, mode, or by linear regression of neighboring datapoints (Corrales,
Corrales, & Ledezma, 2018). The next step is outlier detection. Here, datapoints that are
considerably outside the data distribution are identified and removed. Outliers might be the results
of faulty sensor readings, or special conditions outside normal system operation and should be
addressed as they might unnecessarily influence the model’s learning process. The next step is
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removing duplicate instances. As the description suggest, this step removes duplicated datapoints.
The process ends at dimensionality reduction. In this final step, a subset of features is selected
from the total available features captured in the data. The objective here is to reduce the number
of features to a subset that is relevant or has the most significant effect for the learning of the
Machine Learning algorithm (Corrales, Corrales, & Ledezma, 2018). In the subsequent sections,
the issues encountered in the data will be addressed by some of the techniques highlighted in the
present section.
4.1.1- Raw Data
Once a flight simulation run is completed per the diagram in Figure 3.7, the flight data
from Mission Planner is collected. The raw data generated comes from an autonomous flight
created in Mission Planner with the path generated in Table 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.2.

Table 4.1: Mission Planner Autonomous Flight Maneuvers Waypoints.

Table 4.1 includes the waypoints followed by the aircraft autonomously from takeoff to
landing. The flight contains seven operations in total starting with take-off, then performing a set
of turns with an altitude increase from 100 to 200 m before landing. The full route is displayed in
Figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2: Mission Planner Autonomous Flight Maneuvers Waypoints Map.

Flight simulation is taken placed at the El Paso International Airport’s Runway 04. The
flight is performed under zero wind conditions and a temperature of 45 °F.
4.1.1.1 – Flight Simulation Data Repeatability
To assess the repeatability of the flight simulation data, three consecutive flights were
performed with the same UAV without any physical parameters change. The test flights were
consecutive and used the same flight path from Mission Planner. The flights were conducted at the
same location under the same environmental conditions. An initial inspection of the data revealed
one of the first undesired sources of variation. It was observed that the start of data recording
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before takeoff varies from flight to flight. This caused varying amounts of unnecessary “dead time”
data having values of zero across all the flights features. Figure 4.3 shows three sequential runs of
the same UAV.

Altitude Values for 3 Consecutive Flight Runs of the
Same UAV
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Figure 4.3: Altitude Values for 3 Consecutive Flight Runs of the Same UAV.

As it can be seen in the figure above, the three flights show very similar signatures.
However, it is unclear to see if the flights show any variation between them. This is because it is
difficult to compare curves when they do not overlap. If not addressed, besides making it difficult
to compare graphs for repeatability, this will also have at least two undesired effects in the learning
process. Firstly, it will affect the performance of the learning algorithm since it will be trying to
find relations in sections that do not have any effect on flight performance. Secondly, it increases
the size of the data files. As a result, the algorithm will take longer to process the data delaying the
learning process.
To solve this issue, the data leading to the initiation of the take-off maneuver was
eliminated. This is taken as the start point for all the flights. Figure 4.4 shows altitude values for
three consecutive flight runs of the same UAV after removing the data before take-off.
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Altitude Values for 3 Consecutive Flight Runs of
the Same UAV After Removing Pre-Take off Data
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Figure 4.4: Altitude Values for 3 Consecutive Flight Runs of the Same UAV After Removing
Pre-Take off Data.
Once the data is reduced, it becomes clear that the curves in Figure 4.4 virtually overlap as
expected. There is a slight variation on the data due to the differences in data frequency output.
This is addressed in the next section. There is also some variation at the end, and it could be fixed
by eliminating datapoints after the UAV has already landed. There is a sudden drop that occurs
when the drone is disconnected at the end of the simulation. This data can be disregarded since it
has no effect on the flight performance. For next pre-take off data removing process, the air-speed
measurement output is employed. The reason is that the once the UAV starts gaining speed, the
air-speed measurements will start increasing from a constant near zero value, making it easy to
identify for preprocessing.
Next, the flight simulation time data is included in the analysis. The next section covers
how the issues found with the time data were addressed by linear interpolation.

4.1.2- Data Interpolation
The flight simulation runs cannot be performed simultaneously but in sequence. In other
words, the flight simulations are conducted at different time periods during the day. This makes it
hard to compare data curves plotted against time. Being able to compare data curves allows
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spotting data issues more easily. This was fixed in data preprocessing. After eliminating the “dead
data” before take-off as explained in section 4.1.1.1. The next step in data preprocessing is to shift
the start of data time to zero seconds. This is done by finding the smallest initial time for the flight.
Then, the minimum time magnitude is subtracted such that the flight start time is zero seconds.
Once the flights’ time was shifted to zero seconds, it was observed that the data collection
frequency was not consistent between flights. This resulted in varying timesteps from flight to
flight. To improve the structure of the data, linear interpolation is implemented. The resample of
data was performed using linear interpolation with a timestep of 50 milliseconds. Figure 4.5 shows
a plot comparing the data of altitude vs times both before and after the application of linear
interpolation.

Altitude data before and after linear interpolation with
a timestep of 50 msec
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Figure 4.5: Altitude data before and after linear interpolation with a timestep of 50 msec.

Besides structuring the data consistently between features, linear interpolation, also
reduced the amount of data for each feature by > 60%. This reduction in data makes the algorithm
more efficient to run.
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4.1.3- Data Reduction
The last step in the data cleaning process workflow in Figure 4.1 is dimensionality
reduction. In this process, the objective is to find relevant features that are found to have the
greatest impact in the algorithm learning. There are two main approaches in data reduction
according to (Kotsiantis, Kanellopoulos, & Pintelas, 2006), namely, filter and wrapper. Filter
performs data reduction based on discriminating criteria independent of the Machine Learning
algorithm (Corrales, Corrales, & Ledezma, 2018). On the other hand, wrapper methods use the
Machine Learning model to evaluate and select the appropriate features (Kotsiantis,
Kanellopoulos, & Pintelas, 2006). For this work, the wrapper approach is adopted where several
features are used to train the regression model and prediction tests are performed to assess the
model.
4.1.3.1 – Wrapper Approach
To apply the wrapper reduction approach. Barometric Altitude, roll, pitch, yaw and
airspeed data is fed individually to train an SVM regression model, see section 4.1.1.1. Eighteen
flight simulations were performed where the only difference between flights, is the aircraft’s
weight. The flights are conducted in the same location under the same wind and temperature
conditions. The goal of the algorithm is to predict the weight of the UAV. First, the feature data is
fed to the regression model for training. Next, the model’s prediction is tested with a different set
of input data. To assess the quality of the predictions, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is obtained
for each model. The MSE is defined as the sum of the difference between the known y’s and the
model predictions squared divided by the number of instances. In this case, the know y’s are the
known UAV weights, and the model prediction is the weight output from the trained algorithm.
Table 4.2 shows the weights used for the test.
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Weight (lb.)

Table 4.2: UAV Weight Variations.
Weight (lb.)

Weight (lb.)

0.95

12.35

23.75

2.85

14.25

25.65

4.75

16.15

27.55

6.65

18.05

29.45

8.55

19.95

31.35

10.45

21.85

33.25

Once the flight data is available from the simulation runs, the SVM model is trained in
MATLAB. The data is split between training and testing randomly in a ratio of 89% training and
11% testing. The model’s MSE is then computed for each feature and compared against the other
models. Due to the randomization of the training, six runs will be performed for each feature.
Figure 4.6 below summarizes the results found.
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Figure 4.6: SVM Regression Algorithm MSE for Individual Flight Data Features.

Figure 4.6 shows a box and whisker plot of the results obtained. The blue boxes correspond
to the model’s MSE for the training and the orange boxes correspond to the test MSE. Yaw and
airspeed show a high mean MSE values for test. This is referred to as the models having high
variance. This means the model’s predictions to new sets of data is not accurate compared to the
other models with lower variance. Models for roll and pitch show small MSE values for training.
This is defined as low bias. Then, we can say that the models for roll and pitch show low bias.
However, it can also be observed that both roll and pitch models have larger variance than bias.
Having high variance and low bias is a sign of an overfit model. Having a good model requires to
have a balance of a low bias with a low level of variance. All models show high levels of variance.
Altitude shows good balance between bias and variance. However, it is desirable to decrease both
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in order to have a model with good predicting power. Roll and pitch models are overfit with the
employed SVM algorithms.
Results of this study show that the altitude, roll and pitch show smaller level of variance
compared to yaw and airspeed. For purposes of showing weather the ML tools can be employed
for parameter estimation of flight systems, the altitude, roll and pitch will be prioritized over yaw
and airspeed.
4.2 – Data Partitioning
It is desired that the trained algorithm is able to predict the desired parameters when the
complete flight data is not available. In other words, the algorithm needs to be able to make good
predictions even when just a portion of the flight data is fed instead of the complete set of data. To
test if the models are capable of predicting outputs with subsections of the data, data partitioning
will be employed. To implement data partitioning, a feature’s data might be partitioned into subsections. Figure 4.7 shows how data is partitioned prior to feeding into the regression models.
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Figure 4.7: Regression Algorithm Input Data Partition.

The flight data subsections are then fed to the learning algorithm. After the regression
model is trained, to test the model, only a subset of data is used to make the predictions. Figure
4.8 illustrates how the test data is inputted to the model.

Figure 4.8: Regression Algorithm Input Data for Model Predictions.
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An advantage of data partitioning is that it may enable the use of linear models. Linear
regression models might not be suitable for predicting data with high amplitudes since they require
the implementation of complex non-linear models (Jategaonkar, 2015). For these scenarios, data
partitioning divides the data into a predetermined number of subsections. Then, linear regression
models might be applied to the data sections.
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion
5.1 – Altitude Results
Dimensionality reduction in section 4.1.3 yielded that the most significant features
affecting the regression model are altitude, roll and pitch. In this section, MATLAB’s regression
learner tool results are presented for altitude. Data partitioning is implemented to the altitude input
data for each flight. Also, curves for altitude’s running average for the past 20 timesteps are
included to incorporate the time behavior aspect of the data in the learning algorithm. The data is
divided into four, two thousand datapoint sections as shown in Figure 4.7. The input data for
training comes from eighteen flights corresponding to eighteen weights, see table 4.2. The input
data curves are shown in Figure 5.1 below.
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150
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Column 26, Column 27, and 117 more variables not shown.

Figure 5.1: Regression Learner Altitude Training and Testing Input Data.

The input data contains one hundred and forty-four curves in total. The data is randomized
before feeding it to the model. The input is split between training and testing prior to training.
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5.1.1- Altitude – SVM Optimizable Regression
The first regression model utilized for altitude data is an SVM regression optimizable
model from MATLAB’s regression learner. Prior to training the model, the input data is split
randomly between testing and validation or testing. For this model, twenty-five percent of the data
was saved for model validation. The prediction results are shown in Figure 5.2 below.

Figure 5.2: Altitude SVM Optimizable Prediction Plot.

The model is able to fit the test data with a Mean Square Error MSE of 14.6. Some outlier
points are spotted in the data at low weight values. To test the model, two additional flights that
are not part of the model’s input are generated separately. In other words, the data from these two
flights is unknown to the regression model. To perform the testing of the model, a section of the
flight is fed to the algorithm and the weight prediction is obtained, see Figure 4.8 for data input
format. Figure 5.3 shows the prediction results for each flight section.
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Figure 5.3: Altitude SVM Optimizable Model Test Results Plot.

The plot shows curves of delta values between the known weight and the model prediction.
The first four sections show the deltas for the four, two-thousand data sections of each flight. After
the four sections, the average of the weight predictions for the four previous sections is plotted.
Finally, the plot shows the range of the prediction computed by subtracting the minimum delta
value from the maximum delta value from the four flight sections. As it can be seen in the plot in
Figure 5.3, the results show that the model is able to predict the new UAV weight within 3.5 lb. of
the actual value for the first two sections. However, the model fails to predict the weight accurately
for the last two sections of the flight. This affect’s the overall predictability of the model when the
average of the predictions is calculated. As seen in section 3.1.1.3, SVM regression employs
hyperplanes to make predictions. This could explain why the model is uncapable of making
accurate prediction across all data as the data on these flight sections might lie outside the model’s
decision hyperplanes. To improve the regression model prediction across all sections, ensembles
of regression trees are explored in the next section.
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5.1.2- Altitude – Ensembles of Regression Trees
The SVM model employed in the last section failed to accurately predict the UAV’s weight
for all flight data partitions. To improve the prediction on all sections, ensembles of regression
trees are now employed. The same data used in section 5.1.2 is reused for the ensembles of
regression tree models explored. As in the previous SVM model, the data is split between training
and testing/validation. The same twenty-five percent of the data is held for validation of the model.
Figure 5.4 contains the result of the model.

Figure 5.4: Altitude Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Prediction Plot.

The model fits the test data with a Mean Square Error MSE of 4.9. The plot shows an
improvement compared to the SVM model with some points lying far from the perfect prediction
line. To test the model, predictions are made to flight data that is unknown to the algorithm. The
results are plotted in Figure 5.5 below.
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Figure 5.5: Altitude Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Model Test Results Plot.

As it can be observed in the plot above, the prediction results are more consistent across
all flight data sections. The maximum delta is 5.7lb between predicted and actual values. This
improves the overall average of the results. The predicted weight for the 17.1 lb. UAV is at 19.5
lb. and at 8.0 lb. for the 7.6 lb. UAV. Although the overall averages are close for both flights, the
variation of the predictions for the different sections is not ideal. The validation of the training
model has been performed with a twenty-five percent holdout for the past two models. An
alternative to holdout validation is cross validation. The main objective of cross validation is to
optimize the training of the algorithm by selecting the best train/validation split as part of the model
training process. In the next section, the same ensemble of trees used is trained with cross
validation to evaluate the effect in the variation of the predictions.
5.1.3- Altitude – Ensembles of Regression Trees with Cross Validation
In this section the results of ensembles of regression trees with cross validation is presented.
An ensemble of regression trees model is selected since it yields consistent results across all flight
data sections. Three different models are trained and tested for altitude data. Each of the three
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models is validated with a different amount of cross validation folds, five, ten and fifteen. Figure
5.6 summarizes the results.
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Figure 5.6: Average and Range for Prediction vs Cross Validation Folds.

The plot contains the average and range values of three repetitions for each fold-number
value tested. This is done for both 7.6 lb. and 17.1 lb. UAV weights. The results indicate that after
five folds, the predictions do not show a significant improvement. It is noted that for increased
folds, the models tend to overpredict without much improvement in the range of the predictions.
To save training run time a value of five folds is adapted for the remainder of this work.
5.1.3- Altitude – Ensembles of Regression Trees with 5 Folds Cross Validation
The final results for altitude are presented in this section. The results are obtained from an
ensemble of regression trees optimizable model with a cross validation with 5 folds. The predicted
versus true response plot is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Altitude Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Cross Validation 5 Folds Prediction Plot.

The MSE achieved for the data from this model is at 8.3. The prediction shows a balanced
distribution around the ideal line with some scatter in the middle range of the weight. The summary
results of the test flight are shown below in Figure 5.8

Figure 5.8: Altitude Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Model Cross Validation 5 Folds Test
Results Plot.
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The results show an improvement in both the average weight and range of the predictions.
The range across the data section lies within 3.2 lb. with an overall range of 5.7 lb. for the 17.1 lb.
UAV. For the 7.6 lb. UAV, the range is within 2.5 lb. across the data sections and below 4 lb. in
the overall range. The average prediction values are at 7.7 lb. and 18.2 lb. for the 7.6 lb. and 17.6
lb. weights respectively. In the following sections, the same approach is applied to the roll and
pitch features.
5.2 – Roll Results
In this section, the roll feature results are presented. Similar to altitude, the model used for
regression is ensemble of trees optimizable model with cross validation and 5 folds. The same data
format used in the altitude predictions is used for roll. The model prediction vs real values plot is
shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Roll Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Cross Validation 5 Folds Prediction Plot.

The predicted vs true response plot shows large spread of the predictions around the ideal
line. This is reflected in a high resulting MSE for the model of 32.4. The prediction for new flight
data is summarized in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Roll Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Model Cross Validation 5 Folds Test Results
Plot.

The model predictions show large delta values across all flight data sections. The results
indicate that the roll feature model is not capable of making accurate weight predictions compared
to altitude. The average prediction for the 7.6 lb. UAV is at 11.5 lb. This is shown in the high range
value of 13.9 lb. across sections. The average prediction for the 17.1 lb. is at 18.9 lb. Although the
prediction magnitude is close to the actual value, the range across flight data sections is still high
at 8.5 lb. Next, the pitch feature is tested with the same regression model and results are discussed
in the next section.
5.3 – Pitch Results
Lastly, the pitch feature is evaluated individually with the same model and data input
structure used for the altitude and roll features. Again, the regression model used is ensemble of
trees optimizable with cross validation and 5 folds. First, the resulting plot of predicted vs actual
response is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Pitch Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Cross Validation 5 Folds Prediction Plot.

The plot shows improved fitting compared to the roll feature. The resulting MSE for pitch
is at 4.4. This shows in a better and narrower data-points distribution around the ideal values line
in the plot. As in previous models, a test is conducted with unknown flight data for the algorithm.
The results are shown in Figure 5.12

Figure 5.12: Pitch Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Model Cross Validation 5 Folds Test Results
Plot.
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The resulting model is capable of predicting weight within 3.3 lb. across all flight data
sections. The average predicted weights are 18.4 lb. for 17.1 lb. and 8.6 lb. for 7.6 lb. The range is
at 5.1 lb. and 3.5 lb. for the 17.1 lb. and 7.6 lb. respectively. The results obtained up to this point
show that the best predictors for weight are altitude and pitch. In the final section of this chapter,
a model is constructed by integrating altitude and pitch sections in the training model. The model’s
prediction power is then tested by feeding individual sections of either altitude or pitch.
5.4 – Altitude Plus Pitch Results
The final predictions are made by integrating the altitude and pitch features. This means
that the amount of input data curves is doubled from 144 to 288 curves. Half the curves correspond
to the altitude feature and the other half correspond to the pitch feature. Figure 5.13 shows the
input data format used for this model.

Figure 5.13: Altitude Plus Pitch Input Data Curves.

The same model is utilized for the integrated data model. An optimizable ensemble of trees
model with cross validation with five folds is trained. Once the model is trained, the algorithm is
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tested with flight data that has not been seen by the training of the model. The first plot reviewed
is the predicted versus actual response plot in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Altitude Plus Pitch Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Cross Validation 5 Folds
Prediction Plot.

The resulting MSE for this model is 7.1. The datapoint variation follows a pattern similar
to the altitude’s predicted response plot in Figure 5.7 with a slightly improved MSE value from
8.3 to 7.1. The test flight’s predictions for this model were performed slightly different than in the
previous sections. The reason is that there are two different features being used for testing and not
only one. To illustrate how the data curves for testing were inputted to the model, see figure 5.15
below.
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Figure 5.15: Altitude Plus Pitch Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Cross Validation 5 Folds
Prediction Plot.
As shown in Figure 5.15, individual sections from either altitude or pitch are fed to the
algorithm individually. To generate predictions, a section of each flight was inputted to the
algorithm. This means that a total of eight sections were tested, four section for altitude and four
sections for pitch. To summarize the results, the average results for each section was averaged
across both features (altitude and pitch). The results of the test flights are presented in Figure 5.16
below.
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Figure 5.16: Altitude Plus Pitch Ensemble of Trees Optimizable Model Cross Validation 5 Folds
Test Results Plot.
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The final results show weight prediction deltas within 3.4 lb. across all sections for both
7.6 lb. and 17.1 lb. weights. The average predictions are at 19.5 lb. and 8.0 lb. for the 17.1 lb. and
7.6 lb. respectively. The overall range lies within 2 lb. for both UAVs across all sections for both
features. This means that the model is capable of predicting the UAV’s weight regardless of the
data segment and feature used (between altitude and pitch) for making weight predictions.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1 - Summary
In this thesis, the problem of System Identification has been defined as well as its
motivation. The parameter estimation part of System Identification has been described. Traditional
estimation techniques are discussed. An introduction to the Equation-Error Method based on
Least-Squares or Regression Analysis has been provided. The most common Supervised Machine
Learning algorithms for regression have been presented. The simulation SIL has been generated
to obtain autonomous flight data to feed into the Machine Learning algorithm. Data preprocessing
techniques have been applied to prepare training data to the Algorithms. Finally, several Machine
Learning regression models were implemented for UAV parameter estimation.

6.2 - Conclusion
The feasibility of Machine Learning for parameter estimation of UAVs has been
demonstrated. Due to the nonlinearity present in the input data, the regression trees models present
an advantage and show better prediction power than SVM regression models over the complete
range of input data. Cross validation with 5 folds improved the fitness of the model in both altitude
and pitch features. The integration of individual performing features shows that there is no sacrifice
in accuracy in predictions. Feature integration is feasible and allows to make predictions with
partial data input from either feature. Overall prediction variation for altitude and pitch model
integration is below 2 lb. for the performed prediction flight tests.

6.3 – Future Work
Future work should focus on:
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•

Expand the application to the estimation of other parameters like flight coefficients

(lift, drag, moment) to evaluate the adaptability of the method.

•

Incorporate flight maneuvers that ensure the excitation of all dynamic flight modes

and evaluate if model predictions can be improved.

•

Evaluate the effects of increasing the amount of flight data for training and testing

regression models.

•

Expand the application of Machine Learning to Neural Networks to evaluate how

well they perform in parameter estimation.
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Appendix A
Plane Maker Model Fuselage
The modeling of the fixed wing UAV started with the fuselage. Figure 3.3.1.1 below illustrates
top, bottom and side views of a fuselage contours. As it can be seen in Figure 3.3.1.1, the fuselage
is constructed by a series of cross sections. Each cross section is of a radius equal to the radius of
the actual component at the location of the section. The number of sections required changes from
model to model and depend on how much the curvature changes on the actual part. The more the
sections used, the more the model will resemble the actual part. A maximum of 20 section can be
specified align the length of the component. As it can be observed in the figure below, the sections
are joined by straight lines.

Figure A1: Plane Maker Arbitrary fuselage model.

The total length of the fuselage is specified when generating its sections in Plane Maker,
see Figure 3.3.1.2. The default location of the center of gravity is at the center of the section located
at position zero. Cross sections specified at negative locations will be to the left of the center of
gravity. Likewise, sections at positive locations will be to the right of the center of gravity. From
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left to right, the locations of the first and last sections will specify the total length of the fuselage.
In other words, subtracting the location of the first section from the last section will yield the length
of the fuselage. Please note, it is possible to specify the center of gravity outside the body. The
distance between the sections should be specified in feet.

Figure A2: Arbitrary Plane Maker Fuselage Section (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).

The number of sections to construct the fuselage is specified at the top left of the Body
Data segment, Figure 3.3.1.3.
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Figure A3: Body data (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).

The number of radii/sides dictates half the number of points in each cross section along its
diameter. The more points, the smoother the curves on the body. The maximum number of points
is 9. The body radius should be set equal to the actual maximum radius of the fuselage. It is
recommended to leave the area rule ratio parameter at 1, but you can decrease this number to
reduce the drag of the body at transonic and supersonic speeds if applicable (“Plane Maker
Manual”, 2020). Finally, the body coefficient of drag is specified based on the frontal area of the
fuselage. Depending on the shape of the application, a coefficient of 0.1 is commonly specified for
average shapes while a coefficient of 0.025 is used for more sleek designs according to (“Plane
Maker Manual”, 2020).
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Appendix B
Plane Maker Model Wings and Tail

The next section that is modeled in Plane Maker is the wings of the aircraft. Figure B1 below
shows the modeling of the wings in solid and structured views.

Figure B1: UAV wings, solid – left hand side, structured – right hand side
The wings can be divided in different sections depending on the complexity of their design.
Each wing section can contain control surfaces like ailerons, elevators, or flaps. Also, a different
airfoil can be specified for each of the sections composing the wings. The dimensions of each wing
section are specified in the wing section parameters segment. Figure B2 below shows the
parameters that can be specified.
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Figure B2: Wing section parameters (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).
The semi-length is the length of the section, in feet, from the root to the tip of the section
along the 25% of the leading edge of the wing (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020). The root chord is
the width of the wing section at the edge closest to the fuselage in feet. Likewise, the tip chord is
the width of the wing section at the edge that is furthest to the fuselage. The sweep angle is the
angle the wings point forward or backward from a top view. The dihedral angle corresponds to
the upward or downward angle relative to the horizontal of the wing section.
To include the aircraft tail in the model, Plane Maker follows the same process described
in the wing section. Plane Maker offers a section to include a horizontal stabilizer and a vertical
stabilizer. There are two different tabs in the wings section for generating the stabilizers, see
Figure D1.

Figure B3: Horizontal and vertical stabilizer tabs
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Appendix C
Plane Maker Model Control Surfaces

Control surfaces are added to the wings in the Element Specs Box, see Figure C1 below. The red
box in the figure specifies the number of divisions for the current wing section. The simulator
will calculate the force in each of the pieces the wing section was divided into. Also, the
subdivision of the section allows the placement of control surfaces that would span as many
subsections as can be selected in each wing section.

Figure C1: Element specs box (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).

In the figure above, the orange box indicates that the first four subsections on the wing
section will make the flap control surface. The figure also indicates that the last 5 subsections of
the wing section will be used to create the aileron. Finally, an incidence box for each subsection
is generated to indicate the level of upward angling or incidence of each wing subsection (“Plane
Maker Manual”, 2020).
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To complete the modeling of the control surface, it is necessary to specify the actual
control surfaces parameters. This is done in the control geometry section from the standard
menu. Figure C2 below shows the parameters that are specified for each control surface.

Figure C2: Control surface specification (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).
The figure shows parameters to be specified for an aileron. The same parameters can be
specified for elevators, rudders, speed breaks or flaps. The chord ratio is specified at the root of
the section and at the tip of the section. The fist box (left) corresponds to the root, or the edge
closer to the fuselage. The second box from the left in the figure corresponds to the edge at the tip
farthest from the fuselage. The complete width of the wing section corresponds to a value of One.
A value of one in the chord ratio would convert the entire wing width to the control surface being
specified. The next two boxes to the right of the chord ratio control surface down then up of the
control surface. The box on the left specified the angle the control surface is able to move down.
Likewise, the box on the right, controls the angle the control surface can move up.
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Appendix D
Plane Maker Model Airfoil

Once the location and form of the wing and tail have been defined, the airfoil used needs to be
specified. Figure D1 below shows the section where airfoils used are specified. The airfoils section
can be found in the expert menu of Plane Maker.

Figure D1: Root and Tip Airfoils (“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020).
As it can be seen in the figure above. Two different airfoils can be specified for the root of
the wing and for the tip of the wing. The software will linearly interpolate in between the two
(“Plane Maker Manual”, 2020). Furthermore, an airfoil for low Reynolds number and for a high
Reynolds number needs to be specified for the root and tip locations.

As part of the X-Plane installation, Airfoil Maker is a tool that allows the user to generate
his own airfoil. Figure D2 illustrates the coefficients for a particular airfoil.
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Figure D2: Airfoils coefficients, Green (Lift), Red (Drag), Yellow (Moment) (“Airfoil Maker
Manual”, 2020).

The graph containing the coefficients works together with the coefficients display box
below in Figure D3. As you navigate the graph with the cursor over different values of angle of
attack, the values of the coefficients of lift (green, cl), drag (red, cd) and moment (yellow, cm)

Figure D3: Coefficients display box (“Airfoil Maker Manual”, 2020).
In the airfoil section, there is a box containing a Reynolds number parameter, thickness
parameter and a drag div Mach parameter, see Figure D4. The Airfoil Maker manual recommends
leaving these parameters as they are. The Reynolds parameter is the air density times the speed of
the airplane times the chord of the wing divided by the viscosity of air (“Plane Maker Manual”,
2020). The manual indicated that the coefficient of lift, drag and moment vary slightly with
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Reynolds number. However, it recommends not changing this value as it will have little effect
during the simulation. The thickness parameter is only for visual effects during the simulation.
Lastly, the drag div Mach parameter is only useful for applications traveling at speeds close to the
speed of sound.

Figure D4: Reynolds number parameter (“Airfoil Maker Manual”, 2020).

Generating a custom Airfoil is beyond the scope of this work. For more information,
consult the Airfoil Maker manual. For this work, an existing airfoil was selected for the model
from the available models in the software library.
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